Let M be either a compact, connected p.l. manifold of dimension at least three or a compact, connected Hubert cube manifold and let Y be a compact, connected ANR (= absolute neighborhood retract). In [5] and [6], the author showed that a mapping / from a p.l. manifold Mm (m > 3) to a polyhedron P is homotopic to a monotone mapping from M onto P if h : mx (M ) -> trx (P ) is surjective and is homotopic to an open mapping from M onto P if /¡,(w,(M)) has finite index in trxiP). Using these results, a recent result on open mappings, and results from infinite dimensional topology, we show that the above results are true if P is only assumed to be an ANR. 
In [5] and [6] , the author showed that a mapping / from a p.l. manifold Mm (m > 3) to a polyhedron P is homotopic to a monotone mapping from M onto P if h : mx (M ) -> trx (P ) is surjective and is homotopic to an open mapping from M onto P if /¡,(w,(M)) has finite index in trxiP). Using these results, a recent result on open mappings, and results from infinite dimensional topology, we show that the above results are true if P is only assumed to be an ANR. We present below several results which will be used in the proofs of the above theorems. Fact 1. Theorems 1 and 2 are true if Y is assumed to be a polyhedron or a Q-manifold. These cases are "essentially" contained in [5, Theorem 2.0] and [6, Theorem 4.0], The theorems in [5] and [6] are stated for finite dimensional p.l. manifolds and polyhedra; however, using Chapman's result in [2] that every compact Q-manifold is homeomorphic to the product of a polyhedron and Q, the proofs in [5] and [6] "work" without difficulty. 
